This paper present the effect of the lower gate lip on the coefficient of contraction, velocity and discharge which have been made in a rectangular flume with four gates opening from (2 to 4.5) cm, five different discharges from (6.2 to 18.15) l/s and five different gate cases (vertical and inclined vertically) by angle (45)˚ with and opposite flow direction with horizontal and sharp lower lip. The values of coefficients of contraction (C c ) and discharge (C d ) increases when gate slope increases with flow direction and the lower lip is horizontal, these increases are (16)% and (18)% respectively, while these values decreases when gate slope increases opposite flow direction and the lower lip is horizontal these decreases are (13)% and (11)% respectively. The values of coefficient of velocity (C v ) remain constant and don't effect with changes of gate slope or gate lip.
Introduction
Gates have been used as a hydraulic structures to control and rises the U.S. water level, so, it s used in irrigation structures to ensure water to the lands.
The gates design as a flow get out under them, so, they called under flow gates which is hydraulically similar to the discharge through orifice, and also it may design to allow the water flows over it, so, the gates called the over flow gates, which is hydraulically similar to the flow over weirs.
Because these important, more authors' deals with studied the flow hydraulics for vertical gates but with developed since and wildly used of gates in more of hydraulic structures, so, there is very important to study another cases such as the inclined gates.
Many studies have been made to study free and submerged low discharged through the sluice gate, some of these studies deals with the discharge characteristics of the sluice gate Rajaratnam & Subramanya [1] others deals with characteristics of the stream emerging from under the gate, concentrating on the coefficients of contraction, discharge and velocity of this stream of flow Fangmeier & Strelkoff [2] ; Isaacs [3] ; Rajaratnam [4] ; Cheng et al. [5] ; Masliyah et al. [6] ; Montes [7] ; Hager [8] .
In this paper the flow characteristics of coefficient of contraction, coefficient of velocity and coefficient of discharge have been studied for flow pass underneath vertical and inclined sluice gates with (45)˚ angle with and opposite flow.
Experimental Work
The Experiments take place in a rectangular flume with The gate has been made from wood (30) cm wide, (40) cm height and (6) mm, thickness with straight edge and installed at (2.9) m from the channel entrance vertically and inclined vertically at (45)˚ with flow direction and opposite it with horizontal and sharp edge Figure 1 shows a definition sketches for all cases.
Four gates opening (a) used (2, 3, 4, 4.5) cm and five US water levels (H 0 ) between (18.9 and 28.9) cm for all gate cases.
More than (60) experiments have been done and from which all theoretical calculated has been made.
Coefficients of Contraction
From the experimental results shows the values of (C c ) for vertical gate changed from (0.625 to 0.685) and the average value (0.661). The values of (C c ) for other gate cases shows in Table 1 .
The values of (C c ) with (H 0 /a) for all cases have been drawn in Figure 2 , it could be seen that the values of (C c ) increases when gate slope increases with flow direction and horizontal gate lip, while decreases when gate slope increases opposite flow direction and horizontal gate lip .
The average values of (C c ) for gate inclined with flow direction increases by (18)% for horizontal edge and While decreases by (13)% for horizontal edge and (11.8)% for sharp edge when gate inclined opposite flow direction because effected the boundary layer (Nago [8] ; Montes [7] ). [10] ; Nago [9] and Montes [7] . The experimental values for the present work is similar with some of past research and different from others because the nature of gate and the experimental channel used Hager [8] , so, these values higher than the theoretical by (6)% for horizontal edge and (4)%) for sharp edge compared with vertical gate. This different observed by Fangmeier & Strelkoff [2] , Rajaratnam [4] , Isaacs [3] , Fanariotis & Noutsopoulos [10] and Cheng et al. [5] , because of the boundary layer in the channel bed.
Boundary layer in the channel sides and upstream of gate contact with water surface (Betts [11] ; Montes [7] ).
Coefficient of Velocity
The experimental values of (C v ) changed from (0.925 to 0.999) in Table 2 . This little different in values shows the actual velocity was similar with theoretical. Figure 3, shows the values of (C v ) with (H 0 /a) for all cases, all values variation between (0.92 to 1).
Coefficient of Discharge
The values of (C d ) actually is similar with (C c ) and shows these values for vertical gate changed from (0.596 to 0.674) and the average value (0.645) while for other gate cases shows in Table 3 , and the values of (C d ) with (H 0 /a) for all cases have been drawn in Figure 4 , it could be seen that the values of (C d ) increases when gate slope increases with flow direction and horizontal gate lip, with decreases when gate slope increase opposite flow direction and horizontal gate lip.
The average values of (C d ) for gate inclined with flow direction increases by (17.8)% for horizontal edge and (17)% for sharp edge compared with vertical gate. While decreases by (12.4)% for horizontal edge and (10.8)% for sharp edge when gate inclined opposite flow direction, because effected of the boundary layer (Nago [8] ; Montes [7] ). [5] ; Mosliyah et al. [6] and Hager [8] ).
The experimental values for the present work are higher than values of past research because the nature of gate and the experimental channel used Hager [9] .
Conclusions
The average values of (C c ) for gate inclined with flow direction and horizontal edge increases by (18)% and for sharp edge increases by (16)%, While decreases by(13)% for horizontal edge and (11.8)% for sharp edge when gate inclined opposite flow direction, so, the experimenttal values of (C c ) is greater than theoretical values by (6)% for horizontal edge and (4)% for sharp edge.
The average values of (C v ) remain constant for horizontal and sharp edge. The average values of (C d ) for gate inclined with flow direction and horizontal edge increases by (17.8)% and for sharp edge increases by (17)%. While decreases by (12.4)% for horizontal edge and (10.8)% for sharp edge when gate inclined opposite flow direction.
